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Abstract. When extracting structured data from repetitively organized
documents, such as dictionaries, directories, or even newspapers, a key
challenge is to correctly segment what constitutes the basic text regions
for the target database. Traditionally, such a problem was tackled as
part of the layout analysis and was mostly based on visual clues for
dividing (top-down) approaches. Some agglomerating (bottom-up) ap-
proaches started to consider textual information to link similar contents,
but they required a proper over-segmentation of fine-grained units. In
this work, we propose a new pragmatic approach whose efficiency is
demonstrated on 19th century French Trade Directories. We propose to
consider two sub-problems: coarse layout detection (text columns and
reading order), which is assumed to be effective and not detailed here,
and a fine-grained entry separation stage for which we propose to adapt
a state-of-the-art Named Entity Recognition (NER) approach. By in-
jecting special visual tokens, coding, for instance, indentation or breaks,
into the token stream of the language model used for NER purpose, we
can leverage both textual and visual knowledge simultaneously. Code,
data, results and models are available at https://github.com/soduco/
paper-entryseg-icdar23-code, https://huggingface.co/HueyNemud/
(icdar23-entrydetector* variants).

Keywords: Entry separation · layout analysis · text token classification
· multi-modal features

1 Introduction

Discriminating semantically consistent content blocks, such as entries in dictio-
naries or directories, or articles in newspapers, is a challenging task for historical
document analysis. Most of the approaches proposed by the Document Analy-
sis and Recognition (DAR) community tackled the problem by extracting and
analyzing visual clues, mainly considering the problem as a refined version or,
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rather, the extension of the layout analysis problem. This makes much sense, as
proper block segmentation is a prerequisite, but misses important textual clues.

In this work, we investigate the integration of visual features into an encoder-
only transformer architecture (BERT here), originally targeted to text, to form
a multi-modal entry separation system. Our core idea and contribution consists
therefore in injecting special tokens like, for instance, “<small_left_spacing>”,
“<large_right_spacing>”, “<line_break>”, or “<column_break>”, in the stream
of regular tokens computed from the textual content and process the resulting
enriched stream with classical Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques
to predict split positions.

Such textual content is assumed to be extracted from documents like the ones
illustrated in fig. 1, i.e. a pretty clean document with a regular structure that
a dedicated (visual only) preliminary layout analysis may segment correctly in
columns. This is an important, pragmatic assumption, as this intermediate rep-
resentation level is, in practice, very stable in our experiments, and, furthermore,
enables us to create a multicolumn, multipage stream of text to later separate
into entries. Please note that here we use the term separate instead of segment
to avoid confusion between the “cutting” of the text stream and the geometric
decomposition of the page image.

This paper features the following contributions:

1. We introduce a pragmatic approach to separate semantically consistent parts
of text (validated on directory entries) by combining visual and textual clues
in a stream of text tokens, leveraging existing NLP techniques.

2. We release a new public dataset under an open license to reproduce our
results and enabling the comparison of content separation systems.

After a survey of the techniques that can be used for a separation task in
Section 2, we detail our approach in Section 3. We then introduce the new public
data set and the metrics that we use to benchmark our separation system in
Section 4. Lastly, we describe our experimental protocol and the results obtained
in Section 5.

2 Related Works

Document Layout Analysis (DLA) approaches aim at identifying and labeling
homogeneous regions of documents. DLA can be viewed as the first step in a
document understanding pipeline. Subsequent stages, such as OCR or Named
Entity Recognition (NER), process the document regions produced by this stage,
and the quality of their results depends directly on the quality of the document
segmentation done by the DLA step.

2.1 Top-down DLA strategies

The survey of DLA approaches proposed by [2] identifies three main strategies.
Among them, top-down strategies consider the whole document level and split it
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into smaller regions based on some rules. They stop when there is no smaller re-
gion left or when some predefined stopping criterion has been reached. Classical
approaches are generally based on a variant of XY cuts [34]. This recursive cut-
ting approach was improved with better preprocessing [15] and with a recovery
of the reading order [30,41]. These approaches are very fast and can perform rea-
sonably well on clean, well-separated document layouts. However, they consider
only superficial visual clues and cannot perform a fine-grained decomposition of
a document or classify regions precisely, as the semantics involved are unavailable
to them. Indeed, once some over-segmentation is reached, it is often necessary
to reassemble document fragments using a dedicated process. This is the case,
for example, of the article separation technique for historical newspapers used in
the NewsEye project [31] which links blocks according to their content similarity
to recover articles and reading order.

2.2 Bottom-up DLA strategies

Bottom-up strategies are the second type of DLA approach listed in [2]. They
start from small document features, such as pixels, words, or connected compo-
nents, and group them based on some rules to create homogeneous and consistent
regions until some predefined stopping criterion is reached. Hybrid strategies,
which take advantage of top-down and bottom-up approaches, are the last type
of strategies mentioned by [2]. The docstrum method [37] is one of the first
bottom-up approaches that has been proposed. It relies on a nearest-neighbor
clustering of document components, based on measurements of skew, within-
line, and between-line spaces, to identify the distinct regions. More generally,
machine learning-based approaches that classify document elements according
to regions can be viewed as bottom-up approaches. Many traditional machine
learning approaches have been leveraged, either directly on pixel intensities [4,9],
on hand-crafted features based on Gradient Shape Feature (GSF) [8] or Scale
Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [11,10]. These visual feature-based solutions
have yielded better results than the former. More recently, deep learning-based
approaches have become popular [3,12,38], establishing new baselines for many
DLA applications. Contrary to classical machine learning methods, they gener-
ate their own visual features based on pixel data to classify pixel into document
regions. Hence, such methods can form homogeneous regions with unconstrained
shapes, and sometimes classify them at the same time. However, the classes re-
main rather limited, and these methods are preferably used as a preprocessing
to form stable regions which will be later processed according to specific rules.

2.3 Multimodal DLA approaches

Early deep learning-based DLA approaches have focused on visual information
only to solve the most common DLA tasks. [48] innovated by proposing a fully
multi-modal convolutional network, involving also a text embedding map to per-
form a page semantic segmentation task. [26] handles texts segments as graph
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nodes and uses a GCN to compute text segment embeddings capturing their vi-
sual and textual context. These embeddings are then used jointly with text em-
beddings in a key information extraction task. The recent advent of Transformer-
based models has led to the development of multimodal approaches, which jointly
leverage visual, textual, and layout information in the self-supervised pretrain-
ing step. The LayoutML [46] approach also includes, in addition to a textual
embedding, two additional types of embeddings for the input tokens in the orig-
inal BERT [7] architecture: 1) a 2D position embedding representing each token
bounding box coordinates in the document local coordinates system, provided
by the OCR preprocessing step, and 2) a visual embedding represented by an
image patch of each token. The former is thus intended to capture the tokens
relative positions in the document, and the latter its visual properties (color,
font, etc.). The model is then pretrained on two self-supervised tasks. For the
Masked Visual-Language Model task, the model has to predict masked tokens
based on their context tokens and 2D position embeddings. In the Multilabel
Document Classification task, the model has to predict each document category
using all the available embeddings. The model is finally fine-tuned for specific
DLA tasks (form understanding, receipt understanding, and document classifi-
cation) using well-known annotated benchmark datasets. The LayoutMLv2 [45],
LayoutMLv3 [19], StructuralML [24], XYLayoutLM [14], BROS [18], and Lay-
outXLM [47], LiLT [44] approaches build on this first proposal and propose new
embeddings, attention mechanisms or pretraining tasks to improve the model’s
ability to take into account text, layout and visual content at the same time.
In practice, these approaches produce state-of-the-art results for region tagging,
but at the cost of a training with many annotations, including object positions.
Furthermore, their architecture is not well suited to capture complex textual
structures, and it is necessary to use a dedicated network as a downstream step
to extract structured information. The Document Attention Network [6] is an
end-to-end DLA, OCR, and structured information extraction system that pro-
duces a structured output directly from a document image. Such an approach is
very promising but still suffers from some limitations. It is complex to train and
can not yet deal with a series of pages at the same time. Furthermore, it is not
possible yet to provide corrections at an intermediate step, like fixing a column
position, and may not offer the modularity we expect from a system dedicated
to the processing of historical documents, where both the capability to reuse
existing, off-the-shelf component and the ability to be corrected (to propose an
assisted digitization process) are of high importance. As a result, dividing the
content separation problem into two sub-problems seems a pragmatic, but un-
explored approach for mostly textual documents with a rather clean and simple
structure: 1. use an existing DLA stage for a coarse segmentation and extract a
textual stream; and 2. use a dedicated text processing stage to isolate and tag
relevant content.
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2.4 Named Entity Recognition in Text Sequences

Named Entity Recognition (NER) [33] is a common natural language processing
task that aims to locate and classify portions of text that represent entities of
predefined categories such as people, places, organizations, dates, etc. The early
approaches were mainly based on hand-crafted rules designed to retrieve lexico-
syntactic patterns [36] or dictionary entries [29,27] representing named entities.
With the use of a comprehensive dictionary and significant efforts in rule engi-
neering, these approaches give good results for clean, domain-specific texts [33].
Supervised approaches include traditional machine learning approaches based on
carefully chosen text features and deep learning approaches that automatically
build their own features for classification from raw text. As highlighted in the
survey proposed by [25], in recent years, deep learning-based NER approaches
have outperformed both supervised and unsupervised feature-based approaches,
achieving state-of-the-art results. BERT-based approaches (for Bidirectional En-
coder Representations from Transformers) [7], use the Transformer attention
model [43] for language modeling. They take advantage of the transfer learning
principle: training a neural network on some known generic tasks — here Masked-
Language Modeling and Next Sentence Prediction — and then fine-tuning it for
a more specific purpose. To fine-tune a BERT model for the NER task, one only
needs to feed the output vector of each token into a classification layer that as-
sociates a label to it. Currently, transformer-based models give the best results
for the NER task [25]. Recently, Hao et al. [16] showed that language models
were general interfaces that can merge multiple modalities. Modern transformer
libraries make it easy to add and use custom tokens. While using images embed-
ding directly might be a possibility, directly generating tokens based on visual
properties of the text sequence has not yet been proposed, to our knowledge.

2.5 DLA tasks and benchmark datasets

Many datasets have been proposed by the community to evaluate DLA ap-
proaches. They are designed to train and evaluate models on one, two, or three
well-targeted task types. For example, the FUNSD [21] and XFUN [47] datasets
are designed for form understanding, which includes text field detection, OCR,
semantic annotation, and linking of document regions. RVL-CDIP [17] is made
up of images of documents of various types, annotated to classify them into
categories. SROIE [20] and CORD [39] provide scanned images of annotated re-
ceipts for text localization, OCR, and key extraction tasks. DocVQA [28] com-
bines document images, questions, and their expected answers for a VQA use
case. SciTSR [5] contains several thousand tables extracted from scientific arti-
cles and annotated for a structure extraction task. Some of these datasets, such
as XFUN, have documents written in various languages.

The set of scanned and annotated newspaper articles proposed by the News-
Eye project for the ICPR 2020 competition on text block segmentation [31]
shows to correspond the most to our goal of separating directory entries. More
specifically, the dataset provided for the “simple” task, which only deals with
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regular multicolumn newspaper pages, without images or tables, has a layout
that looks like directory or dictionary entries. Moreover, the task to be per-
formed, which consists in grouping the detected lines of text into semantically
consistent paragraphs, has a purpose similar to that of separating directory en-
tries. But directory or dictionary entries are short texts written according to a
well-defined pattern, where case, punctuation, line breaks, and indents play a
strong structuring role. Newspaper pages, even without images, include more
visual information to organize the articles, such as blank spaces or horizontal
and vertical lines. Therefore, it seems useful to produce and publish an open
benchmark dataset for entry separation in this type of document.

3 A Mixed Visual and Textual Language Model

We detail in this section our proposal for a mixed visual and textual language
model. We consider it as a sort of response to the CharGrid [22] approach from
the point of view of natural language processing (NLP). CharGrid introduced an
elegant way to process administrative documents, such as invoices, using both
textual and visual information. It did so by projecting textual information (sim-
plified character codes) into the image domain: pixels were “colored” according
to the bounding box of the character they fall into. This enabled the authors
to use classical Computer Vision (CV) object detection techniques based on the
Faster-RCNN architecture [40].

This was an interesting case of the Document Analysis and Recognition
(DAR) community benefiting from CV advances. In the case of single-page
documents whose information is mostly carried by the spatial organization of
contents, this approach produced great results. However, for documents whose
information is carried mainly by textual content, such as the trade directories
we introduced earlier (fig. 1), such an approach is limited, and it is necessary
to consider approaches that emerged from the field of NLP such as BERT [7]
to capture rich syntactic structures. Like Katti et al. showed how to leverage
Faster-RCNN for DAR, we propose a way to leverage BERT (an encoder-only
transformer which implements a non-causal language model) for DAR.

We propose a method where visual tokens are injected in the regular token
stream (usually built from text content) and capture extra visual clues which can
assist the network in discriminating and tagging input’s fragments as expected.

Our proposed approach is composed of the following steps:

1. Run a coarse document layout segmentation. In this paper, we assume that
the performance of this preliminary step is strong enough to further pro-
cess its results. In practice, we found that for mostly textual documents
whose structure is relatively simple and clean, some ad hoc, top-down im-
age splitting followed by OCR’s line detection performs well. We use the
line extraction algorithm from the same OCR system that we use in step
2 because OCR models are trained on data produced by some specific line
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extraction algorithm, and we witnessed performance degradation when using
other detection techniques. A single example line may look like this, with its
enclosing polygon drawn in dashed red:

2. Run character recognition on the set of pages we intend to process. We store
the transcription for each detected text line, along with its exact position on
the page and the blocks it belongs to. In the experiments we report here, we
only kept column information and ran the OCR system column-by-column.
In our previous example, the following (noisy) text may be obtained:
"Bailly, coutelier. S.Honuré, 416."

3. Compute extra visual clues which will be merged into the text stream as extra
tokens. Visual clues can be of several kinds and will be detailed hereafter. In
the experiments we report here, we add new tokens to represent breaks for
line or columns, left-hand line indentation, and right-hand horizontal space
left at the end of a line. In our running example, the following items would
be generated, omitting their position attributes for clarity:
[<LSPACE size=0.0056/>, <RSPACE size=0.3490/>, <LINE_BREAK/>]

4. Prepare a categorical encoding of parametrized tokens. Some tokens may
carry numerical values, such as the length of horizontal spaces, and we need
to perform a categorical encoding before using them as inputs. We know that
some techniques directly use numerical tokens, but we did not experiment
them. In our running example, the categorical tokens may look like:
[<LSPACE_SMALL>, <RSPACE_LARGE>, <LINE_BREAK/>]

5. Merge visual and textual content in textual representation. In practice, merg-
ing visual and textual clues boils down to adding a few special text strings
at the right position in the input text stream, and configuring the tokenizer
with the new tokens and their associated special strings. In our running ex-
ample, the resulting text content would look like this:
"<LSPACE_SMALL>Bailly, coutelier ... <LINE_BREAK/>"

6. Tokenize the textual representation. Text tokenization is a necessary step
to capture frequent text patterns and build better NLP models. Input text
undergoes some chunking process, where each chunk is assigned the identifier
of the pattern it matches with. Modern NLP libraries make it easy to add new
tokens from special substrings. First, we can define rules to substitute some
arbitrary text from the original text stream with a special token, and second
we can easily change the weights of the input layer of the BERT transformer
to deal with new tokens, without changing already-trained weights assigned
to other tokens. In our running example, tokenization can look like this, with
the numbers between brackets being token unique identifiers:
[<LSPACE_SMALL>(1001), "_Bail"(118), "ly"(386), ","(10) ...]

7. Process the token sequence using some BERT-like, encoder-only transformer.
We implement a token classification task which assigns a label to each token.
Possible labels and how they can be assigned to tokens is detailed hereafter.
This last step assigns categories to text spans or isolated tokens. This enables
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us to split and tag the input stream simultaneously. Another advantage
is that it is possible to reuse a pre-trained network and fine-tune it for a
particular document type with a limited annotation cost: annotating text
splits is very fast and easy, as it only consists in inserting tags in text. Also,
the amount of annotation required to train a network is within reach of a
small team (as the experiments show), and the computation cost of a text
transformer, both in terms of training and inference, is well suited for digital
humanities applications. In our running example, some possible labeling for
simultaneous entry separation and NER can be:
[EBEGIN, I-PER, I-PER, O ...]

Inputs tokens. The approach we propose enables the input stream to contain a
sequence of “physical” tokens of several kinds. (We indicate in bold the tokens
we use in the experiments we report in section 5.)

– Regular text tokens produced by the tokenizer of the NLP model: they
belong to a previously trained (context-free) lexicon, according to the Sen-
tencePiece [23] tokenization approach. The CamemBERT model that we
used was trained with these particular tokens.

– Structural tokens: left/right space, line, column and page breaks, ver-
tical spaces, etc.

– Graphical tokens: horizontal rules, decorations, bullets, etc.
– Presentational tokens in the form of pairs of start and end tags surrounding

the content described: text size, text style, text family, etc.

Such an approach is very flexible. The only delicate part is to identify the correct
position where each token should be inserted in the text stream. For documents
whose content is mostly textual, this information is easily derived from the coarse
structure, the reading order, and the polygons of the text lines. It may also be
suitable to process digital native documents like PDFs, where reading order is
recovered using coarse layout analysis, and style attributes are easily obtained.

Output labels and annotation policies. The output stream contains the sequence
of predictions, assigning a label to each element of the input stream. We use
matching pairs of labels to indicate the beginning and the end of the semantic
constructs we intend to detect. Even if assigning a “cut” label to a particular to-
ken is possible, for instance, to mark separation points in a stream of directory
entries, we believe that a pair-of-tags approach is safer in production. Indeed,
real input streams may contain unexpected structures, and we want to be able to
discard them from our automated extraction, rather than just partitioning the
input. It is also possible to perform content separation (of headings, entries, page
numbers. . . ) and structured content extraction from entries at the same time,
using the same network. This is a very attractive feature both in terms of com-
putation efficiency (the same network is called once to produce several outputs)
and ability to leverage more training annotation: extents of headings and entries
at one level, and of key entities in entries at another level. However, deciding
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Fig. 1. Examples of directory layouts and contents: 1) Duverneuil et La Tynna 1806 -
index by name; 2) Deflandre 1828 - index by activity ; 3) Bottin 1851 - index by street
name

which token will carry each label is not straightforward, and several strategies
are possible. Using joint labeling or any hierarchical classification technique,
more than one label may be assigned to a given input token, but this technique
requires some special label preparation or a custom architecture. Another option
is to take advantage of the extra “visual” tokens and label them with some struc-
tural tags. For instance, the tokens for left- and right-line spaces may be used
to annotate beginning and end of entries. Note that when we use such tokens,
they are always present even if the space is null: in the particular case of the
left space indent, we would use several tokens in the categorical encoding of the
possible space sizes, reserving one token for zero-width space.

4 Evaluation Framework

We present here the dataset and metrics used to assess the performance on real,
noisy OCR text of the entry separation task and the NER task. The NER task
may be run in conjunction with the entry separation task.

4.1 Dataset

In this work, we assume that a general-purpose segmentation technique can be
used to detect text columns reliably; hence, we will not measure the perfor-
mance on this stage on the pipeline and instead consider that text columns are
already properly segmented. Of course, such assumptions can cause a cascade
of errors when the first stages of a pipeline fail, but in our experience, such
segmentation is quite reliable on printed contents like the ones used hereafter.
The dataset used in the experiments is augmented from the 19th Paris trade
directories dataset from [1]. The directories are available from different libraries
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in Paris and have been independently digitized at various levels of quality. Di-
rectories contain social information and localization of people that are mainly
organized into lists. For instance, the entry “Batton (D.-A.) , professeur au
Conservatoire de musique et de déclamation, Saint-Georges, 47.” from the Didot
(1854) contains the person’s name, his surname, his title (Légion d’Honneur),
his activity (professor at the Conservatory of music and declamation), the street
number (47) and the street name (Saint-Georges) of his living. This information
is part of the annotations provided by the dataset. The dataset covers a long
period of time, and the directories originate from several publishers. Therefore,
their contents (layout, methods of printing) vary greatly and the formatting of
entries as well (see fig. 1). Even within the same directory, the indentation rules
may vary from page to page. Therefore, our experiments focus on the task of
properly placing directory entries separators in the token stream we generate. As
previously explained, this stream can be composed of tokens of different nature,
depending on whether we add special visual tokens and on how we decide to
model such visual information.

The dataset consists of 80 annotated pages, containing a total of 8 900 direc-
tory entries. Entries are made of 1.4 text lines on average, and most entries are
single lines. This means that a dummy classifier which predicts entry separators
for each line would reach an F-score of 83.3% (metrics are detailed hereafter).
80% of the pages are assigned to the train set, 15% for the test set, and the
remaining 5% are used for validation.

Results we report are computed from noisy OCR inputs, even if the reading
order is assumed to be correct. This means that we projected the target entry
separation and entity tags over a steam which contains noisy OCR content,
while such annotation was made on clean text. Several tools are available to
project NER targets, or generally tag positions, annotated on manually corrected
OCR text onto noisy, raw OCR results [1,42]. When OCR results are very poor,
annotation alignment tends to fail and related items are discarded. Hence, this
evaluation protocol reports results for acceptable OCR noise, and only measures
errors introduced by the stream annotation stage we propose. Errors due to
upstream stages should also be measured to estimate the global performance of
such a system.

4.2 Metrics

We consider the entry separation problem, as well as the NER problem, as token
classification problems. This makes the evaluation very simple as we consider a
prediction to be correct only if it exactly matches the position of some expected
one. For the entry separation task, only one token is labeled for each “entry begin”
and “entry end” markers. For the NER task, we predict start and end positions
similarly for each entity, and positions must match exactly to be considered as
correct. This evaluation protocol has the advantage of not making any assump-
tion on the importance of small errors: all errors are treated equal, and in the
particular case of directory entries, this makes much sense, as a lost separator is a
lost entry. Therefore, we report standard classification metrics such as precision,
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Text tokens
˘

Text Annotation
Visual
tokens

Case A:
Text information only

Case B:
Layout/Structure information only

Case C:
Layout + Text + Named Entity Information
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ŻŸ C ŻŸ C ŻŸ C ŻŸ C ŻŸ C ŹŸ C ŹŸ
C ŹŸ C ŹŸ C ŹŸ C ŹŸ C ŹŸ C ŹŽ C
ŹŸ C ŹŸ C ŹŸ C ŹŸ C ŹŸ C ŹŸ C q
ŻŽ C ŹŸ C ŹŸ C ŹŸ C ŻŽ C ŹŽ C ŹŽ C
ŹŸ C ŻŽ C ŹŽ C ŹŽ C ŻŽ C ŹŽ C ŹŸ C
ŹŽ C ŹŽ C ŹŸ C ŻŸ C ŹŸ C ŹŽ C ŹŸ
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lind. et clefs de pend. nouv. syst., brev. sgdg., Temple,
104. + Monnier, fab. bois de pend., Anjou-Marais, 9.
+ Pelte et Pineau, fab. bronz., pend:, candél., coupes,
flamb. et garnit. de porcel., 4-Fils, 3. + Prevost (J.),
guillach. de cuv. et fonds de mont., Temple, 142. + …

Ź lind. et clefs de pend. nouv. syst., ŸC Ź brev.
sgdg., Temple, 104.ŸCŻ+ Monnier, fab. bois
de pend., ŸCŹ Anjou-Marais, 9.ŸCŻ+ Pelte et
Pineau, fab. bronz.,ŸCŹpend:, candél., coupes, flamb.
etŸCŹ garnit. de porcel., 4-Fils, 3.ŸCŻ+ Pre-
vost (J.), guillach. de cuv.ŸCŹ et fonds de mont.,
Temple, 142.ŸCŻ+ Verneuil, fab. rouge d’An-ŽCŹ
glet. et acier p. horl., Glatigny, 6,ŸCŹet boul. St-
Jacques, 66.ŸCŻ…q Ź assortim. t. près de verres
cheves,ŸCŹde Genève et autres calibres; lesŸCŹverres
p. rectifier les assortimens,ŸCŹ crist. de choix p.
horlog. c. desŸCŹ Fontaines, 4. (voy. VERRES
CHE-ŸCŹ VÉS).ŸCŹ Sausvert, Terrasse Vivi-
enne, 12.ŸCŹ Sauvage, plan. sur t. mét., spéc.
deŸCŹfausse plaques p. horlog. comm.ŸCŹ ex-
port., Charlot, 43.ŸCŹ Adde, pl. de la Madeleine,
6.ŸCŹ Alexis, ch. de ronde barr. de Mon-ŸCŹ
treuil, 39.ŸCŹ Barbot, Bourguignons-St-Marcel,
37.ŸC…

Ż Small Left Space
Ž Small Right Space

Ź Large Left Space
Ÿ Large Right Space
C Line break
q Column break

Fig. 2. Illustration of possible input data. In all cases, input data is stream of tokens
from which we have to detect entry delimiters. In the left case (A), only the textual
information (no line breaks, column breaks. . . ) is used, as a pure text token stream.
On the other side (case B), only the visual layout information is used with breaks and
left/right blank spaces of the lines encoded as categorical tokens. The middle case (C)
shows the combination of both kind of information, plus the annotations of the text
entities: names, cardinal, location. . . Below each case, we show the stream of tokens
that is passed to the system for detecting entries.

recall, and F-score. For entry detection, we consider two classes: entry-start cuts
and entry-end cuts, and metrics are computed in a straightforward way, as only
one token can carry the correct information. For NER, each entity is considered
as a sample and metrics are reported accordingly, disregarding the number of
tokens it contains. We use the SeqEval [35] library to compute our metrics.
We are aware of the evaluation process used in the ICPR 2020 Competition on
Text Block Segmentation on a NewsEye Dataset [32], which internally uses the
coverage metric of the READ-BAD evaluation framework [13]. We believe that
this metric, which was designed to assess the quality of text baseline detection,
is too permissive, as it tolerates small boundary variations and fragmentation.
It also requires a matching step, which seems superfluous in our case.
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Fig. 3. Distributions for left and right spaces on the training set. Left : values for
absolute measures. Right : values for measures relative to the previous line. Right rela-
tive spaces were not considered in our experiments. Red dashed vertical bars indicate
thresholds used for categorical encoding.

5 Experimental Validation

In this section, we describe the experimental setup we use to demonstrate the
feasibility and performance of our proposed approach. As already mentioned, we
focus on processing noisy text extracted by OCR, once coarse layout is detected.
In the case of trade directories, this text content represents directory entries in
the order they appear, across rows, columns, and pages. Among this continuous
stream of text, we first want to identify tokens that delineate directory entries.
Then, in a second step, we seek to jointly identify these separation tokens, as
well as those that compose named entities. We thus have two tasks to perform:
one to recognize tokens that delineate text structure (entry separation task),
and the other to recognize semantic information (NER task). In the rest of this
section, we make explicit which extra tokens are used, detail the progress of the
experiments we conducted, and discuss their outcomes.

5.1 New tokens definitions

To help the language model recognize the entry beginning and end, we inject new
tokens into the tokenizer’s vocabulary. <break> which represents all breaks in the
text stream like new lines, column breaks, and page breaks, and <lhspace-x>
and <rhspace-y> which represent left- and right-line indents detected by the
coarse layout detection algorithm. x and y are integers that quantize the value
of the indent. We measure indent in two ways: 1. its width expressed as a per-
centage of the total line width (referred to as ‘absolute’ values), and 2. the width
difference with the previous indent on the same side of the text (‘relative’ values).

We performed a categorical encoding of left and right spaces, both for abso-
lute and relative variants, before feeding them to the tokenizer. The threshold
values used were determined manually in the training set exclusively. Distribu-
tions for absolute and relative spaces are displayed in fig. 3. The values of the rel-
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ative left indents are binned into ]−∞;−0.01[, [−0.01;+0.01[, and [+0.01;+∞[
to produce three categorical tokens. Similarly, the values of the absolute left
indents are binned into [0.00; 0.02[, [0.02; 0.08[, and [0.08; 1.00], and the values
of the absolute right indents into [0.00; 0.05[, [0.05; 0.08[, and [0.08; 1.00]. We
aimed at producing a small amount of tokens to ease model’s training. For abso-
lute spaces, our logic was to produce three tokens: one for clear “no indentation”
another for clear “indentation” cases, and the last for ambiguous cases. For rel-
ative spaces, we also tried to capture 3 simple configurations: “no significant
change”, “significant negative difference” and “significant positive difference”.

Finally, we also used a <textline> token which represents all the textual
content found between two consecutive indents. This particular case is intended
to replace the actual textual content in the input to assess the performance of
visual-only separation, with minimal alteration of the network.

5.2 Experiments

To assess the interest of each injected visual feature, we add them one by one and
compare the results obtained by each strategy. Then, we perform a second set of
experiments to jointly recognize entry boundaries and named entities in the text.
An entry boundary is modeled with two dedicated NER labels: EBEGIN and
EEND. In all the following experiments, the entry boundary labels are marked
on text tokens only, except for experiment 1.7 and 2.1.

The first set of experiments (xp-1.X) explores the ability of a token classi-
fication model to recognize entry boundaries with a varying number of visual
information tokens injected in the text and different configuration of indents. It
starts with the raw text stream (xp-1.1) and adds more and more visual clues.
Experiment 1.2 adds visual break separators, at the line, column or page level,
and experiments 1.3 to 1.6 add space tokens to express the indentation level. We
propose to assign two kinds of values to those spaces: 1. the (Absolute) distance
between the line borders and the column borders (as a percentage of the column
width), 2. the (Relative) offset of the current line borders with the border of
the previous line (also as a percentage of the current line.). Although the first
valuation represents the level of indentation or if a line reaches the right bor-
der of the column, the relative approach could eventually detect a break in the
alignment. In experiment 1.7, we study the opposite approach of xp-1.1, where
we evaluate the system only on the visual content (all spaces and breaks, but no
text). The following table summarizes the information embedded in the input
for each experiment.

Experiment 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7

Text D D D D D D
Visual breaks D D D D D D
Left spaces A R A R R
Right spaces A A A
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In experiments 2.X, we propose to train the model for both named entity
recognition and entry separation at the same time. The two extra labels, EBE-
GIN (EntryBEGIN) and EEND (EntryEND), are added to the set of labels to
predict by the NER. Experiment 2.1 is thus very similar to xp-1.6, but those
labels are set on the left and right spaces. In contrast, in experiment 2.2, we
propose to evaluate the system on a joint labeling of the first and last words of
the entry (which can, for example, be (ACT, EBEGIN)). Such approach relies on
new labels composed of the product of entry separation marks and NER labels.

5.3 Training protocol and parameters

All experiments were run 3 times with different random seeds. We report the
averaged results over these runs. The base network is the public CamemBERT
variant from [1] pretrained on noisy OCR text from the same trade directories
using an unsupervised masked language modeling task. This network was not
trained for NER on trade directories, but was able to capture some lexical and
syntactic structures of the dataset during pretraining.

For each experiment, the network was trained with batches of randomly
cropped sequences of tokens of variable sizes. We generated these tokens accord-
ing to each of the variants presented earlier in this section. Each network was
trained with up to 7500 training steps, and the F score was evaluated every 300
steps. Training was stopped when this metric did not improve for 5 consecutive
evaluations. We use the AdamW optimizer as recommended, with a learning rate
of 10−4 and a weight decay of 10−5.

5.4 Results and discussion

From the group of experiments 1.X conducted on the entry separation task with-
out NER, several conclusions can be drawn. Experiment 1.1 proves that text-only
entry separation is a solid baseline, reaching an F-score of 96.4% on the entry
separation task from noisy OCR text. Experiments 1.2 to 1.6 show that progres-
sive integration of visual (structural) information steadily improves the quality
of entry separation, reaching an F-score of 99.0% for the best configuration,
composed of line and column breaks and absolute left and right spaces. This
configuration is tied with the variant with relative left spaces, letting us believe
that the network captures similar information from absolute and relative vari-
ants in these documents. Experiment 1.7, on the other hand, shows that using
structural tokens only forms a solid baseline that reaches an F-score of 98.2%.
This is due to the short nature of entries in the dataset and the capacity of the
network to model sequence state very efficiently, but may not be so significant on
datasets with larger units. This first group proves the feasibility of our proposed
approach and the positive interaction visual and textual information can have
when projected into the same stream of tokens, processed by a mixed language
model.

The group of experiment 2.X conducted on a joint task of entry separation
and NER, proves that such unified process can be accomplished by a single
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Table 1. Performances, over 3 runs, of the models trained to recognize entry bound-
aries, with different experimental setups. The models are sorted in ascending order of
the macro F-score (in %) of the entities EBEGIN and EEND, computed as the har-
monic mean of the average precision and recall for both entities over all runs. Finally,
the global NER F-score for all named entities is given for experiments 2.1 and 2.2. Abs.
stands for absolute indents values, rel. for absolute indents values

Experimental setup EBEGIN & EEND (%)
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2.2 yes yes yes rel. abs. 94.7 56.3 70.6 93.0
1.1 yes no no no no 97.3 95.5 96.4 -
1.7 no no yes rel. abs. 98.4 97.9 98.2 -
1.2 yes no yes no no 99.5 98.0 98.7 -
1.4 yes no yes rel. no 99.7 98.2 98.9 -
1.3 yes no yes abs. no 99.7 98.3 99.0 -
1.6 yes no yes rel. abs. 99.4 98.6 99.0 -
1.5 yes no yes abs. abs. 99.6 98.5 99.0 -
2.1 yes yes yes rel. abs. 99.3 99.0 99.2 94.0
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network, leveraging the training effort and the computation required to extract
named entities. Experiment 2.1 shows that extra tokens injected into the input
stream can also be useful to simplify the output objective of the network: by
trying to label the spacing tokens as entry beginning and end, we avoid the
need for the complex join labels used in experiment 2.2 and reach the best
absolute performance in terms of entry segmentation with an F-score of 99.2%,
while reaching a good NER performance. Experiment 2.2, on the other hand,
shows that it is possible to annotate only textual tokens, but at the cost of
an increase of target labels. Such a system is harder to converge and reaches a
lower performance. We do not report the results for an experiment which would
perform NER and entry separation at the same time from text only without
joint labeling, as it would require adding another network head and would not
make a fair comparison with experiment 2.1 because of the extra weights.

6 Conclusion and perspectives

We have assessed the importance of combining visual and textual information
for the particular case of entry separation in 19th century trade directories with
raw OCR text. As expected, by mixing indentation, break, and layout elements
with the regular text stream, we outperform the systems that would use only a
single of those modalities. Nevertheless, the originality of this paper lies in the
way we have mixed this information. While the current trend is to convert text
content into visual “pixel” content, we choose the opposite way: turning visual
clues into text tokens. This approach has many advantages. Compared to visual
transformers, it is simpler, lighter to fine-tune using some pre-trained network,
and requires less annotated data, which is easier to produce. Also, as a NER
system is necessary to extract structured information, we maximize computation
efficiency by performing two tasks at the same time with this same network,
benefiting from richer annotations during training. Eventually, such system can
process an infinite stream of tokens, and reduces the burden of handling content
units spanning across lines, columns, or pages.

Code, data, results and models are available at https://github.com/soduco/
paper-entryseg-icdar23-code, https://huggingface.co/HueyNemud/
(icdar23-entrydetector* variants).
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